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Council of Colleg•es'decision
is final on grading system
by Kerry Zabicki
Staff Writer
Although the student body.
voted against a plus/minus
grading system last spring, the
Council of Colleges instituted a
voluntary program this semester
and the General Student Senate
may be powerless to change the
situation, said three student
senators.
"The students exercised their
right to reject an unfair grading
system last year!' said Edward
Cutting, student senator. "The
student government constitu-

administration will do what you
ask7
he senate does have influence but not the authority to
override the administration and
the council of colleges!' said
David Webster, student senator
"It (the optional plus/minus
system) will stay in effect until
the faculty changes its mind!'
said Rodney Labbe, student
senator. "The senate probably
will not mount a campaign
against the system:* he said.
The student body voted down
the issue nf a mandatory

Ritzi said the GSS did consider the voluntary system, and
the senate was very divided
about the issue. Labbe said he
was in favor of the plus/minus
system because it was more accurate than the traditional
method.
"It may hurt the borderline
minus students!' he said. "But
they've been given a free ride so
far and I think it will benefit
more students than it will hurt!'
"The higher student was
dragged down to the same level
as a minus student with the old

"It may hurt the borderline minus
students, but they've been given a free ride
so far and I think it will benefit more
students than it will hurt." — Steve Ritzi
in system: he said.
tion gives the students the piusiminus grading system
Labbe said he does not agree
said
power to reject any grading the spring of this year,
with the voluntary nature of the
Cutting.
policy they feel is not fair!'
The senate did not consider grading procedure. "It should
Article I, section 4 of the
a voluntary be mandatory or it shouldn't
GSS constitution states that the possibility of
s could exist at all: he said.
students have "The right to a system where professor
Richard C. Bowers, executive
fair and unprejudicial grading choose to remain with the tradivicetional grading system or convert vice president and
and counseling system:'
for academic affairs
president
Cutsystem,
us
plus/min
Steve Ritzi, student govern- to the
said "It was passed by the COC
ment president, said "The ting said.
last semester and accepted by
policy does not negate the imthis summer!'
"The idea of a voluntary the president late
portance of the constitution.
"It was a very close vote. The
The constitution guarantees cer- system did not even make it to
about
divided
quite
was
faculty
tain things, like the right to pro- the floor of the GSS because it
it: he said.
test an administrative move, but was thoyght to be so absurd!" he
(see GRADES page 2)
said.
nothing guarantees the

Exceeds $1 million

Alumni donations set record

employee who graduated from
by Peg Warner
the University of Maine at
Staff Writer
$100, so the
Annual alumni donations Orono donated
ed $300.
broke the $I million mark for company contribut
The money raised is put to
the first time this year, said the
According to the
director of the General Alumni various causes.
GAA's report on the campaign,
Association.
Maine, approxRobert Holmes said the A Million for
percent Of the conprevious high was reached last imately 55
dollars,
restncted
are
s
year, when donations amounted tribution
d — usually
to $704,000. The leap from that which are earmarke
donor — for a specific
amount to SI million was the by the
use. The remaining 45 percent
largest ever, he said.
ed dollars, and can
unrestrict
are
the
Holmes added that
they are
University of Maine is the first be used wherever
land-grant university in New needed.
of
amount
greatest
The
in
England to reach SI million
money, 21 percent, is spent on
alumni contributions.
the
nts,
departme
Most of the money — all but academic
arts, according
5100,000 — came from private library and the
for Maine. Holmes
sources, he said. The largest to A Million
money, which is
contribution was made by said the
is used for such
Elizabeth Noyce, who donated restricted,
t. New com5100,000. She gave 550,000 of things as equipmen
and increased
that as part of a challenge in puter terminals
are two of
library
the
in
seating
which the GAA had to raise five
the ways in which money has
$10,000 contributions.
Private corporations donated been used, he said.
"You can't learn at 2 or 3 in
the rest through matching prowhen you finally
grams, said Holmes. A com- the morning,
terminar said
pany will donate a certain get a computer
can't study in the
"You
amount to an employee's alma Holmes.
you're sitting
mater if the employee donates library when
shoulder to shoulder!'
first.
ips and
scholarsh
Athletic
Holmes said one company,
receive the second
Exxon, will donate three times equipment
of money, 16
an employee's contribution. An highest amount

percent, which is also restricted,
according to the report.
The report showed the
restricted money is also divided
among the Alumni Association
Endowment (10 percent),
academic scholarships (8 percent) and class accounts
(4 percent).
Unrestricted dollars are used
for administrative services and
fund-raising (15 percent), the
"Maine Alumnus" magazine
(12 percent), alumni clubs
(4 percent), reunion weekend
(4 percent), alumni and student
(2
percent),
awards
undergraduate support (2 percent) and homecoming (2 percent), the report showed.
The deadline for the campaign was June 30. The SI
million mark was reached
"about July 27 said Holmes.
"We're allowed to take contributions with a June 30
postmark!' he said.
Holmes attributed the success of this campaign to an increased effort to recruit
600
Nearly
volunteers.
volunteers helped this year, he
said.
He said students volunteer
because of potential job contacts. "It's attractive to be a
(see MONEY page 2)
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•GRADES
The COC decided on a voluntary
system because "it would not have passed if it had been mandatory,' he said,
Anton Mayer, associate registrar, said
professors do not have to inform anyone
of their intent to use the plus/minus
system. The registrars office has no listof which professors. plan to use the
system and which do not,
"Grading is very much of an individual determination 1' said Mayer.
"It's a personal decision of theirs and
there is no rule that they have to inform
anyone of their choice:' he said.
"I .would hope that the professor
would tell the students before the
plus/minus system was used:' he said.
Thomas Aceto, vice president of student services said he did not know if the
professors had to inform students before

hand of their intentions, but he also
hoped professors would tell the students
if the new system was going to be used.
Bowers said if a student did not know
which type of grading system was going
to be used it was up to the student to ask
the professor,
"If the students are concerned about
anything within a course they should ask
the instructor:' he said.
Ritzi said the GSS did not have any
input into the actual policy of the
plus/minus grading procedure.
"The GSS was very divided on the
issue of plus/minus grading, just as the
student body was:* Ritzi said.
it from
"I have never liked the idea of
straight
the beginning. I have had the
lot of
four point system and it makes a
sense to me.:' he said.

to the present voluntary
finally won the with alternatives
"The argument that
more ac- system, a compromise would most likea
give
would
it
issue was that
ly be the result, he said.
he said.
curate account of a grade,'
Ritzi said he believes the students
half the people
"It will probably help
should have a choice in the way they are
and hurt hall,' he said.
have the
the system is graded. "Upperclassmen should
The voluntary nature of
the option to continue under the traditional
among
s
consensu
creating an unclear
four point system or to switch to the
Ritzi.
university community, said
consistent;' he plus/minus system:* he said.
"The system should be
lithe students are given the same opperceived need
said. "If it is to answer a
then it should be
the grading, tion as the professors,
for increased precision in
in all an "across the board decision:' Ritzi
then that should be reflected
said, with the decision applied in all of
classes!"
the student's classes, not each class incomplain
students
enough
if
Ritzi said
would take dividually., he said.
about the system. the GSS
Webster said, "How many faculty
recommend a
tip the issue and perhaps
members really want it (the plus/minus
revote by the COC on it.
listen. system)? lithe majority want it, it will
"All we can do is ask that they
he said. never be repealed!'
We cannot demand anything:'
COC
If the GSS were to present the

Attorney's silence leads to church case mistrial
ROCKLAND (API—A Superior
Court judge declared a mistrial Wednesday in the church vandalism trial of antiCatholic zealot Dennis E. Friel.
Justice Stephen L. Perkins halted the
proceedings around midafternoon,
saying the behavior of Friel's lawyer,
Andrews Campbell of ,Portland. was
making it impossible for his client to
receive a fair trial.
The judge's decision came after a
stormy day of testimony in which both
Friel and Campbell were found in contempt and slapped with jail sentences.
Campbell, who complained repeatedly
about the way Friel was being treated,
had declared his intention to remain

in children picketed outside the courthouse, tested that he had received three days
g the court
jail for using the bathroom. As a depu- carrying signs protestin
the
ty ushered him out. Friel shouted at ' system.
Catholic!
Friel, a former Bowdoin resident who
-judge,"You Commuhist, Nazi
had tried
He was then confined to a small room now lives in Portland,
hear,
could
he
unsuccessfully to bar Roman Catholic
in the courthouse where
judge, from taking part in his case.
but not see, the court case continue,
An outspoken anti-Catholic, Fuel was
Campbe)l_ _who disputed End's
Judieaccused of defacing churches in ATIremoval and complained that the
could
too
he
that
in. Cumberland and Sagadahoc
warned
droscogg
was unfair. was
When counties with the word "Babylon" and
be charged with contempt.
and
the number "666:' Both appear as
Perkins called a five-minute recess
the references to Satan in the New Testament
left the courtroom. Campbell kicked
Book of Revelation.
empty judge's bench in disgust.
When Campbell repeatedly tried to inon
The mistrial came on the third day of
lecture
a
terrupt the judge during
ngs, which had been moved
courtroom behavior, Perkins cited him the proceedi
County after the defense comfor contempt and gave him a five-day to Knox
al pre-trial publicity:
sentence, but ordered it stayed until the plained of prejudici selection took the
. Jury
end of the trial or until Campbell volun- in Portland
entire day Monday, while prosecution
tarily removed himself from the case.
Tuesday described damage to
Following the mistrial, Campbell witnesses
buildings and began injoined Friel in serving the sentence at the the church
troducing evidence aimed at linking Friel
Knox County Jail.
and
damage.
to the
During the proceeding Friel's wife

mute for the rest of the trial and refuse
to cross-examine prosecution witnesses.
Perkins granted a prosecution motion
to dismiss charges against Friel's codefendant, Donald Lagasse of Lisbon.
Assistant Attorney General Thomas
Goodwin sought the dismissal on
grounds of insufficient evidence ag_ainst
Lagasse due to a change in testimony
from prospective witnesses.
Both Friel and Lagasse 'had been
charged with aggravated criminal
mischief stemming from a vandalism
rampage last year in which Satanic
messages were spray-painted on nearly
three dozen Maine churches. On his
way out of the courtroom, Friel pro-
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silver plate with a 14 karat gold
medallion imbedded in it.
Volunteers are rewarded during
Homecoming Weekend with passes to
Holmes said incentives are offered to the football game and free refreshments.
solicit contributions. Gifts ranging from
. The GAA has set the goal for this
University of Maine decals to discounts year's campaign at $1.25 million. Holmes
at the University Bookstore and at ski said the organization expects ..to reach
areas such as Sugarloaf and Squaw this goal.
Mountain are offered. Members of the • "The momentum has carried forward
Raymond H. Fogler Society, formed to_this campaign:' he said.
during this year's campaign when Fogler
A goal of $2 million has already been
challenged other alumni to donate set for the 1987-88 campaign, he said.
an
inscribed
receive
or
more,
55,000

volunteer. The students come in contact
with successful people'
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"They broke up about a month ago.
PITTSFIELD(AP) — A 30-year-old
Pittsfield man accused of torching his She had left him!' said police Sgt. Steven
ex-girlfriend's apartment shot and kill- Emery, who with the chief was among
ed himself with a handgun after critical- the first officers to arrive at the scene.
ly wounding her during an argument, Afterward, Rowe "made a lot if
police said Wednesday.
statements such as that he would get
George Rowe died of a gunshot even with hee'
wound to his head soon after police arrived at the scene following the shooting,
Chase had been staying at a friend's
which occurred at about 9:15 p.m. Tueshouse with her 8-year-old daughter,
day, said Pittsfield police Chief Spencer
Melissa, who with another girl went to
H a vey.
the police station three-quarters of a mile
had
The woman, Rebecca Chase, was in away to report the shooting. Police
critical condition at the Mid-Maine already been dispatched following a
Medical Center in Waterville Wednesday report of a domestic disturbance, Emery
morning, said Edward Rice, a hospital said.
spokesman. Chase, who is in br,r early
20s, suffered two gunshot wounds in her
Rowe was still alive when police found
head, Havey said.
him lying on top of Chase, but he died
Rowe, who faced an arson charge inminutes later: Police called an amvolving an Aug. 25 fire that destroyed
bulance for Chase, "who was struggling
Chase's former apartment, went to the
Emery said.
house where she was staying and the two to breath'
began arguing, Havey said. At one point.
comto
The shooting occurred exactly a week
Chase called police but never got
plete the conversation.
after a Pittsfield man, Scott Powell. 21,
Rowe "ripped the phone off the wall!' was shot to death in a similar incident.
the chief said.
The man police suspect of killing Powell,
The couple had lived together for
32-year-old Horace Salley. shot himself
about 10 years, but broke up two weeks
condition at Midbefore the fire. Rowe had been released and is also in critical
from jail on $20,000 double-surety bail, Maine Medical Center.
police. said.

Board reviews policies
on fundamental rights
by Ken Brack
Staff Writer
The rights of UMO students to campaign for political office, conduct polls,
and practice religious witnessing on campus have not essentially changed, said
the Dean of Student Services.
Dwight Rideout said that these three
areas are flow covered under the University Free Speech and Assembly Policy,
after a group of students, faculty and
staff members met last spring to recommend they be removed from the Sales
and Solicitations Policy.
"During the last year and a half, questions had been raised about accommodating these three areas!' Rideout
said. The group's recommendation was
approved "on an interim basis!' on May
22 by UMO Vice President oCStudent
ServicaS Thomas D. Aceto, he said.
Presently the Free Speech and
Assembly Review Board must decide
whether or not to give confirmation to
the recommendation. Rideout said that
there had been "no contrary ruling to my
know ledge
The FSA Review Board deals with

policy decisions related to these fundamental rights and renders advisory
opinions io groups or persons
questioning' their interpretation .
When asked about the problems
student senators had last year trying to
go through the halls with petitions,
Rideout said the reorganization "should
make it easier for them to do that!'
The UMO policy itself says that "there
shall be no restrictions placed on the
fundamental rights to free speech and
assembly except those necessary for the
University to function as an institute of
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52 all others

$1.09

plus tax & dep

$1.99
plus tax

$5.45
plus tax & cep

We now stock video tapes for rent!!
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NEW YORK (API—Mark Gastineau,
ive
the New York Jets' All-Pro defens
end, was convicted Wednesday of misdemeanor assault in a nightclub brawl.
The six-member Criminal Court jury
acquitted another member of the Jets,
r
quarterback Ken O'Brien, of simila
last
charges stemming from the fight
o
54.
year at Studi
ll
Gastineau, the National Footba
was
League leader in quarterback sacks,
three
the
of
count
single
convicted of a
third-degree assault -charges lodged
in
against him. He faces up to one year
jail and a S1,00) fine, but prosecutor Jeffrey Schlanger has said such a severe
penalty was unlikely.
The players, who missed four weeks
acof practice to attend the trial, were
54
cused of joining in a brawl at Studio
said
s
patron
last Sept. 30. Two nightclub
they suffered broken noses in the fight.
had
Gastineau, 27, and O'Brien each
of
faced two years in jail and fines
were
ies
penalt
severe
S3,000, though such
unlikely, said Schlanger.
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Hurricane intensifies, thousands evacuate
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WILMINGTON, NC. (Ali—
Hurricane Diana intensified Wednesday
as it drifted "with no sense of direction"
just off the coast, and thousands of people were warned to stay in shelters
because it could still wander ashore with
115 mph winds and giant storm tides,
Damage from the storm's first
approach to the coast was limited mostly
to dokned tree limbs, signs and power
lines, uprooted trees and a broken
fishing pier, with some street flooding
from heavy rain. No serious injuries were
reported.
After inspecting the Wilmington area,
Gov. Jim Hunt said Wednesday he didn't
know if the state would seek disaster aid.
"It's questionable now!' he said. "The
important thing is to keep watch on it"

The storm's eye had approached to
within a few miles of Cape Fear late
Tuesday, but at midday Wednesday it
was drifting erratically from 40 to 50
miles east-southeast of Wilmington. In
the city, the wind blew at 29 mph with
gusts to around 40 mph.
Heavy thunderstorms and showers
poured rain on eastern North Carolina
and extended out oyer the ocean for 125
miles. "The problem this morning is we
have a hurricane with no sense of direction:' said Neil Frank, director of the
National Hurricane Center in Coral
Gables, Fla.
"Without strong steering currents, it's
like a leaf falling off a tree. Any slight
breeze will blow it in any direction',' said

A hurricane warning was in effect
forecaster Jim Gross at the center,
from the South Carolina border to
warning "It could strengthen!'
Oregon Inlet at the north end of North
The National Weather Set-vice said the
Carolina's Hatteras Island, including
storm was expected to eventually resume
at
it
aim
most of the fragile islands of the Outer
a northerly track, which would
Banks, and a tornado and flood watch
Onslow and Cateret counties and to the
covered much of the eastern end of the
Outer Banks chain of islands.
Diana's sustained winds around its eye state
More than 14,000 evacuees went to 65
eased from 135 mph late Tuesday to 115
shelters Thesday in a I2-county area of
mph early Wednesday morning, then
115
coastal North Carolina, Gov. Jim Hunt
rose to 120 mph but drifted back to
500,000 people live in the
mph by afternoon. "Right now it's said. Nearly
ned by Diana,
starting to intensify,' Don Whitten, coastal counties, threate
in
and gubernatorial aide R. Brent
National Weather Service spokesman
Hackney' said it was impossible to tell
Washington, said at midmorning.
others were staying
At 3 p.m. the storm's position was exactly how many
with relatives or in motel,
latitude 34.0 degrees north and longitude
77.2 degrees west, barely changed from
midmorning, the weather service said.

Montksle, Reagan Iexchange tax barbs

is needed to stave off economic problems
to reducing the levels of misunderstangrowing out of huge federal budget
CHICAGO,(AP).President Reagan
dings" about the president's views on
F.
Walter
ger
challen
deficits accumulated under Reagan.
and Democratic
he cautioned
though
,
control
arms
Mondale renewed his pledge to cut the
Mondale traded new gibes and accusathat major
hopes
raising
against
deficit from a projected $263 billion in
tions on taxes Wednesday, while a conagreements might be reached.
forwould
it
said
1989 to $86 billion, as well as his
gressional committee
Reagan, in a series of speeches in
that
mally investigate allegations concerning
on Mondales pro- challenge to Reagan to match
rated
concent
,
Buffalo
with a detailed deficit-reduction
financial disclosure statements filed by
to raise taxes, never mentioning promise
posal
ne
Geraldi
Rep.
own.
plan of his
Mondales running mate,
that the Democrat contends the increase
Ferraro.
All four major candidates were on the
campaign trail, with Vice President
George Bush talking about arms control
and Ms. Ferraro returning to the
continuing topic of her religion, while
Reagan and Mondale concentrated on
budgets, taxes and the nation's economy.
Reagan escalated his recent criticism
with a contention in a Buffalo, N.Y.,
speech that Mondale's tax increase plans
would put a "ball and chain around
America's neck!'
Mondale, on the other hand, said in
Iowa that Reagan himself would likely
for
raise taxes more than $.500 a year
middle-income families making S25,000
In other rhetorical flourishes, Reagan
called Mondales deficit-reduction plan a
"fairy tale,' and Mondale said American
families had gone deep into debt because
e
of the government's "ReaganCharg
Card!'
In Washington, the House Ethics
Summer Hours: Closed Monday. Tuesda
Committee added another element to
6p1'n-midnight. Friday and Saturday noon to
the campaign by announcing it would
start a "preliminary inquiry" into allegaby reservation
tions concerning Ms. Ferraro's disclosure
records.
The committee will investigate allegations by the Washington Legal Founda
tion, a private law group, that she
wrongly claimed to be exempt from
revealing husband John Zaccaro's assets
ure
and liabilities on the disclos
to
statements she has filed since coming
Congress in 1979.
released
nt
stateme
a
Ms. Ferraro, in
the
through an aide, said, "I have made
re
most complete and thorough disclosu
in
office
l
nationa
for
of any candidate
American history'
ee's
"As I understand the committ
action
rules, receipt of the conservative
ed
group's complaint virtually obligat
te fully
them to process it. I will coopera
forward
look
I
and
with the committee,
to a favorable outcome"
n,
Meanwhile, in a speech in Scranto
m from
Pa., she confronted criticis
-abortion
church officials and anti
John F.
activists, invoking the words of
ago to
years
Kennedy from exactly 24
her public
defend her private faith and
my church
actions: "I do not speak for
does the
on public matters and neither
me!'
for
church speak
camOn still another issue, Bush,
Reagan's
paigning in Atlanta, said
upcoming meeting with Soviet Foreign
Minister Andrei Gromyko could "lead

MASON HILL HOT TUBS
778 State Strut
(at the corner of Hogan Road)

Rent a spacious spin a private room
complete with shower and music of
your choice. * ****** * * *
*** * * *
S4.011OFF with this ad. One discount per
group on hourly rentals.
* * ** * * * * ** * * * * *
45-5466
expires 9-14-84

Giveevery
NEWBORN
the
advantage
March of Dimes

Birth Defects Foundation

BREAKFAST
AT
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HOUSE
The Colonial House of

t PIM

FAMILY RESTAURANTS

Hogan Road

Bangor

PEACE?

n the Face of Pressure

Damn Yankee
Cliffe Knechtle will be in the
with any
at 7:00 on Thursday to speak
interested student.
sponsored
Drop by!

by IVCF
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Editorial

Just managing

Open-minded
r
DON uNscor

Political ploy
. President Ronald
At last the word has come
t Foriegn Minister AnReagan will meet with Sovie
the White House.
drei A. Gromyko Sept. 28 at
by his political opReagan has been criticized
and Geraldine Ferraro
ponents Walter F. !Mondale
single top- ranking
for not having met with a
in office. And, as
Soviet official in his four years
cratic candidates have
could be expected, the Demo
weapon against the
made the issue a powerful
aign.
Reagan.'Bush re-election camp
Reagan was not an
When Mondale told listeners
ted his case with
antia
subst
and
adequate diplomat
took note. Reagan camthe above argument, they
paign.leaders took note also.
has been one of the few
The diplomat issue
.
Reagan Bush campaign
stumbling blocks to the
communicator's
great
the
took
s
ican
Some Amer
sign
with the Soviets as a
failure to communicate
looked
a dangerous man. It
that Reagan could be
trying.
like he wasn't even
officials are evidently
The Reagan campaign
the suca possible threat to
looking at the issue as
threat, no matter how
The
.
dates
candi
cess of their
been
ved so a meeting has
small, had to be, remo
ly to•
an and Gromyko simp
arranged between Reag
gag Mondale-.

pected things often hapIt is no secret that unex sudden change of
The
pen in an election year.
that is now evident in the
heart toward the Soviets
solely to
a farce arranged
is
tion
Reagan administra
an
ic opponents. Reag
crat
Demo
of
s
voice
the
quell
, but
the Soviets for four years
refused to meet with
interest, it has been
now that it is in his best
quickly arranged.
mely lightly
The meeting should be taken extre
ical ploy which was
and should be viewed as a polit
cs of Reagan
arranged as only a show for criti
•
foreign policy.
multiple suchas
tion
istra
admin
The Reagan
It is
a powerful campaign.
cesses on which to build
ticalstooping to cheap "poli
unfortunate that it is
ional
addit
tactics to attract
show- for- the- public"
supporters.
the people some of the
You can fool some of
but the Reagan administra
time as the saying goes,
to fool the people at,
g
tryin
er
both
dn't
tion shoul
all. to impress constituents
It has many static facts

Don Linscott

on the library
I watched him stand
was important to
steps preaching what
age, his dedicahim. I admired his cour
stance.
tion and his persi
around at the
And .Then I looked
many of them
crowd. It appeared that
cute him for his
had come just to perse
real anger toward
beliefs. Some showed a
him.
they hated
I tried to understand why
of being openhim so. They talked
doctrine in the
minded and criticized his
just plain rude
same breath. Some were
toward him.
talked of
I continued listening. He
veness. And
love, commitment and forgi
for it. But he
people were angry at him
continued.
overwhelming..
His enthusiasm was
mind that he
There was no doubt in my
hing. I sensbelieved what he was preac quite sure
wasn't
ed something, but
ached for
he
gh
whar. It was as (hou
to.
those he was talking
and laughed
People called him a fool
t him at lunch
at him. They talked abou
and dinner.
y do they.
I heard someone say, "Wh
ay?"
let this guy talk, anyw
why she
ered
wond
I looked at her and
the land of free
was living in America,
he said so
speech. She didn't like what allowed to
be
therefore, he should not

Commeni

Over the pa
be filled with
epidemic pror
It began in C,
prestigious da
sexually abusi
from ages twc
Is the sexua
are people adi
hid? Is the di
labor force a
much space a,
It seems un
been sexually
and yet never
An influent
Calif. has bee
raping, sodorn
in the last 10
suspects hirinl

Se

speak.
crowd.
And there were others in the
obvious
But they seemed at ease. It was
ous
that they agreed with him. It was obvi
that they shared his faith.
were
It was obvious that some of them
d weren't
upset that others in the crow
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hard to tell
taking him seriously. It was
by people's
if they were more disturbed
le weren't
rudeness or the fact that peop
hearing his message.
y was
overs
I knew that the contr
topic of his
centered on Jesus Christ, the
speech.
me how a
It has always intrigued
people.
religious topic can seperate
r brings
Christianity, it seems to me, eithe
s them inpeople close together or scare
to seperation.
eternity are
Salvation, damnation and
binding force
topics that scare. Guilt is a
nditional
unco
that, when quenched by
force at all.
forgiveness, becomes no
said, requires
Christianity, as the man
lifestyle in
commitment and change of
its.
benef
the
order to receive
to make a
He told people they had
and they
. decision one way or another
t want to
hated him for it. They- didn'
t want to
decide anything. They didn'
their space.
have to think. He violated
in. And
It is a strange world we live
much over
it apparently hasn't changed
Christ
the last 2,000 years for when ness,
happi
himself offered his plan of
call him
people didn't only reject it and
a fool, they killed him.
ined that
I could feel, or at least imag in front
crowd
I could, that some in the
same fate upon
of the library, wished the
would have
that preacher man. All they
out "crucify
needed is someone to shout
followed suit.
him" and they' may have
of Steven
A song writer by the name -minded
open
Taylor wrote "...they're so
I agree.
that their brains leaked out:'

Conune

Does you
security dent
that "fixed"
when you b
Residential
Did you get
Are you buy
Are you ad
assistance?,

You coulc
office and
Or you c
pay nothin
That's rif
paid your a
are entitled
because so
imately 54
ch.-apost it

S.L.S.
housing la
tion, lawn
administri

You will
ta Kurilof
(family la,
specialist)
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always av
S.L.S.
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Commentary

New facts of life

the library
wortant to
his dedica-

und at the
ins of them
him for his
Inger toward

ly they hated
being openoctrine in the
1st plain rude
He talked of
giveness. And
for it. But he

werwhelming.
mind that he
aching. I sensn't quite sure
he ached for
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and prostitution.
children out for pornography
d into believing
These children were brainwashe
bad by participating
that they themselves have been
these youngster's
in
,
in these dreadful affairs. Guilt
cases, was a powerful weapon.
ts to warn their
It is no longer enough for paren
strangers or acchildren not to accept rides from
are taught there are
cept candy. It is time children
even Mom or
certain things that no adult, not
Dad, has a right to do to them.
students have
As part of the adult society, UMO
ion. Many of you
a duty to be aware of this situat
perhaps
or
ts,
will be the future educators, paren
investigates these
will work for a state agency that
, consider younger
ugly matters. Closer to the heart
d into this tragedy?
family members possibly force
n becomes a
As the full extent of molestatio
be acquainted
reality, it is clear youngsters must
with the new facts of life.

seem to
Over the past few months the headlines
is reaching
be filled with cases of a tragedy that
n of children.
epidemic proportions—the molestatio
ers of a
It began in California, where staff memb ed of
accus
been
have
r
prestigious day care cente
who ranged
sexually abusing more than 40 tots
from ages two to five.
the rise? Or
on
ren
Is the sexual abuse of child
that they once
are people admitting now the terror
ng mothers in the
hid? Is the dramatic rise of worki
of apathy—how.
labor force a cause? Or is it a case
much space and what does it cost?
ren had
It seems unbelievable that these child
occasions,
been sexually molested on numerous
word.
one
and yet never said
Beach, •
An influential preschool in Manhattan
g other things,
Calif. has been charged with, amon
over 100 children
raping, sodomizing, and fondling
include the
in the last 10 years. Other charges
suspects hiring

—To the editor:
We like to let interested people know that the Wilde-Stein
an
Club, UMO's gay and lesbi
Sunsupport group, meets on
or
days in the South Bang
r
Lounge. The South Bango
n
Unio
the
in
ed
locat
is
Lounge
and the meetingd start at about
forng
7:00 p.m. We are looki
ng
ward to serving and worki
g
with the UMO and surroundin
nity.
lesbian and gay commu
s
Filga
John
Wilde-Stein

E
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th.
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crowd weren't
was hard to tell
rbed by people's
people weren't
ontroversy was
., the topic of his
ued me boss a
eperate people.
me, either brings
r scares them inand eternity are
s a binding force
,y unconditional
no force at all.
in said, requires
ge of lifestyle in
nefits.
, had to make a
mother and they
y didn't want todidn't want to
ated their space.
l we live in. And
anged much over
for when Christ
an of happiness,
ct it and call him
imagined that
it crowd in front
le same fate upon
they would have
hout out "crucify
we followed suit.
name of Steven
so open-minded
•c1 out!' I agree.

Ist

Sent letters and
107

commentaries to
Lord Hall.
Pinhead
—To the editor

Commentary
give back your
Does your landlord refuse to
will? Did the garage
security deposit? Do you need a
worse shape than
that "fixed" your car leave it in
you in trouble with
when you brought it in? Are
Conduct Office?
Residential Life or the University
your way to school?
Did you get a speeding ticket on
appealing a grade?
Are you buying a house? Are you
you denied fuel
Are you adopting a child? Were
auto accident?
assistance?,Did you get in an
a traditional law
You could take your troubles to
an,hour, plus expenses.
office and Pay S75
Legal FA., vise, and
Or you could go to Student
pay nothing.
student and have
That's right. If you are a UMO
nt Government, you
paid your activity fee to Stude
Legal Services,
nt
are entitled to free use of Stude
for it. At approxbecause sou have *trendy staidyear, it's one of the
imately $450 per student per
ams going.
cheapest insurance progr
y of cases: family law,
variet
S.L.S. handles a wide
consumer protechousing law, traffic infractions,
, public benefits,
tion, lawsuits, contracts, copyrights
administrative hassles and more.
attorney, RoberYou will be served by a full-time
Smith
ime paralegals, Pam
ta Kuriloff,two full-t
Eves(housing law
Jamie
and
list)
specia
law
ly
(fami
nt paralegals. We
specialist) and six part-time stude
to you, and are
take the time to explain the law
questions.
always available to answer your
education. We
legal
S.L.S. also does preventive

Student legal services
topics, including a booklet
have handouts on various
And if you ask us, we
on tenants' rights — all free
to speak to your group
are glad to send someone
choice
on a legal topic of your
closely with Student
In a larger arena, we work
pus Board to address
-Cam
Government and the Off
Because of this work, the
broad legal problems.
d laws legalizing hitMaine Legislature has passe rights (most recentnew
chhiking, granting tenants
when the landlord
ly helping to keep you warm ce) and extending
furna
torgets" to put oil in the
unemployed persons (for
A.F.D.C. benefits to some
students with families).
the growing number of
communiWe have worked within the University improve
ts fairer, to
ty to make residency requiremen
you are
sure
the parking ordinance, make
bargaining, and
represented in union contract
/diversion program
establish an alternate sentencing
that minor campus
within the Conduct Office so
out of the courts.
problems stay on campus and
We aren't fancy. We recycle file folders and don't
don't
wear Brooks Brothers suits. We figure you
gany
want to pay for carpets on the floor and maho
else can
desks. But we give you service no one
match. And we win cases, too.
come to the law ofIf you have a legal problem,
Student Legal Services
fice you've already paid for.
Union, open every weekis on the top floor of the appointment necessary.
day from nine to three — no
581-1789.
For more information, call

Congratulations! I was not
aware that Zippy the Pinhead
was now writing for the Campus under the surname of Steve
Macklin. After reading Wednesday's article "There is no God"
by Macklin, I Immediately
recognized the famous pinhead
method of reasoning. You can't
fool me, Zippy. I don't know
anyone who is in better touch
with reality than Zippy. Please
keep him on your staff so that
be
the entire community may
enlightened by such fact-filled
pinhead stories.
Bill Snow
UMO

Unsound
To the editor:
Steve Macklin states it is a
fact that there is no God
to
because hi. has no facts
substantiate there is one.
I believe his reasoning is unsound. He has never met me.
Would he declare that I don't
to
exist. Those that have come
know God personally in their
ed
lives, that have been touch by
.
his presence, know he exists
Steve, just because you haven't
experienced God doesn't prove
his nonexistence.
John Lux
Bangor
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by Steven Schaub
Staff Vs'riter

New computer will plan cafeteria menus
by Elizabeth Brogan
Staff Writer
Inventory, shopping lists and recipes
will soon be selected for ,Residential
Life's food services by a computer with
a data-base system that the director of
Residential Life said, "will cut raw food
costs about five percent!'
Ross Moriarty said the computer
system was installed last fall, and will be
used in Wells Commons next week, and
phased in across the campus over the
next year.
Information on inventory, menu cycles
and ingredients are put into the computer and stored in the data base.
Dorothy Smith, job controller, said that
after a certain amount of information
(menus, ingredients) is fed in, the computer will predict how many people will
select a certain meal.
This helps predict inventory flow and
food costs which, prior to the purchase
of the computer, was all done manually. The data base is a part of the Griffen
Technology's Vali-Dine System They
also provide the software.
The Administrative Baker, Kerry
Olsen, and the administrative chef, Ronnie Goslin, check the accuracy of the
programs regularly. Both Goslin and
Olsen. along with all the chefs and
bakers, "have put tremendous hours into it (the program)' Smith said.
Russell Meyer, assistant director of
Residential Life/Food Services, explain-

services..,If students sign
ed why the process of building the data, feedback from
their names to suggestions, they will get
base takes so long. "I've been involved
a written response!'
with this system at another school....
Nle).)er said he uses trade magazines
Every two or three weeks someone
do
when selecting new foods. He chooses
we
reason
the
screws up. That's
sample groups of each item and
proofing" He said there will also be a
assembles a panel of chefs and bakers to
checks and balances system.
Smith also feels the system requires a
lot of time to build a database,"to iron
out the bugs and see who hit the wrong
key': Planning the menu is still done
manually. The last two weeks of June,
1984, a menu planning committee, consisting of Russel Meyer, Kerry Olsen,
Ronnie Goslin and Food Service
Manager Sue Pierce, sat down with
blackboards and charts and worked out
Thursday. Sept.
a four-week cyclic menu for this fall.
Meyer said.
Learning Skills Series: How to
Another session is planned this fall to
Succede in College. South Bangor
term.
spring
the
for
menus
schedule
Lounge, Union. Noon.
Meyer also said the menus are balancNews of the World Forum. Sutton
ed, both visually and nutritionally,
Lounge, Union. 12:15 p.m.
count
and
down
sit
don't
although "we
Health Education Services: "The
grams of protien!'
Emotional Aspects of Chronic IlMoriarty said the committee will
lness" I7A North Stevens. 1 p.m.
review the menus as the term goes on
Poetry Hour. Burton Hatlen
—and if students have piper suggestions,„__ —reading his own poetry. Sutton
'they may change it.
Lounge Union. 3:30 p.m.
- Meal selection is based on populariCliffe Knechtle, evangelism
ty, determined by preference surveys
specialist. Damn Yankee, Uniuon.
given once a year, where students rank
7 p.m.
the items they like best.
Suggestion boxes, located in each
Friday. Sept 14
commons, also have a lot to do with
determining what to serve. Moriarty
"Thank God It's Friday': Tom
said, "We do a lot of work trying to get

test them. The samples are rated on appearance, color and flavor. Meyer said
they then choose which samples meet
their standards. "Students can also come
in with Mom's favorite recipe" and the
planning committee will review it.

Comm unique
Hoffman, guitar. Bangor Lounge,
Union. Noon.
Cliffe Knechtle, evangilism
specialist. Bangor Lounges,
Union. 6:30 p.m.
fo'c'sle. Lawn Rooms, Union. 7
p.m.
Chamber Music Series. Patricia
Baily, Allen Graffan and Don
Stratton. Lord recital Hall, 120
Lord Hall. 8 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. IS
Gulf Hagas day trip. For information call 581-1793.
Lown Rooms, Union. 7:30
p.m.
Student Affairs Movie "Moscow
on the Hudson" 6:30 and 9.30 p.m.

SEA proudly presents in their only
Maine appearance

the FIXX
- Involves Jewish services, social activities
and culture.
- Provides a relaxed atmosphere in which to
meet other Jewish students
- Offers brunches, movies and parties where
students can feel free and comfortable to
participate at any level of committment.
IS an important source of Jewish life on
_ campus._ _

Students are invited to join us for...
- A short service
- Kiddish-wine, Challah and cookies
- Then an important meeting to discuss
plans for the holidays and activities for
the semester. What do you want to do'? We're
completely open to ideas.

Friday, September 14
4:30 to 6:00 (approx.)
Drummond Chapel
in the Memorial Union
-4;luestions? C41,I_,Vivienne - 15 York Village - 581-4659
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Andy Frasier

Friday, September 14, at 7:00PM

In the UMO FIELDHOUSE
Aia

TICKETS:

$11

N4

UMO Students
General Public
Day_of show (everyone)_

TICKET
LOCATIONS:

UMO Box Offices
Memorial Union
Bangor Mall (Thur,Fri,Sat's)
Grasshopper Shops in
Bangor and Ellsworth
Record Connection in
Waterville
Everyday Music in
Farmington
Record Exchange in
Portland

Support SEA Concerts!
Buy your Fixx ticket today!
Don't miss the start of the Foxx's World Tour

frato

Nornin

GOVell

inforn
581-17
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A tune for every season

The 'bells'of Alumni Hall
by Steven Schaub
Staff Writer
Even though I haven't been here for
very long (a week and a half to be
precise), I have learned much about the
university and its community. Already,
I have learned about some of its rich
history, for example the creation of the
Maine "Stein Song" in 1904 and the introduction of the mascot, Bananas in
1969. Then 1 learned about the Carillon.
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have played on the keyboard but not on
a regular basis.
The Carillon is tended to by one person, usually a student. The student's job
is to set the clock which activates the role
player and select the music lobe played.
He must also help maintain it.

The person presently in charge of
taking care of the Carillon is Steve
Smith, a graduate student director to the
theater department. "Basically, it was
part of the music work-study program
when I was going for my Bachelor of
Arts at the time. I needed work and I

The Carillon is a mechanical timeoperated player piano. It was donated to
the university by a former graduate in
1962. It was later named "The Frank W.
Fenno Carillon" on Alumni Day, June
9, 1962. Fenno, a member of the 1923
class, graduated from the United States
Naval Academy in Annapolis in 1925.
He was a submarine hero in World War
II who, after retiring in 1961. He received an honorary Doctor of Laws degree
from the university. He died in 1973 and
was buried in Arlington National
Cemetary. The Carillon is now supervis-ed by the music department.
Basically, the Carillon works when a
cog along a cam hits a certain spot
pushing up a switch which activates the
role player. The role player then plays a
song out of twenty-four selections based on the season. For example, during-Homecoming, the Maine "Stein Song"
is played. The music is played only at 8
A.M., 12 P.M. and 4 P.M. daily.

love music and working with my hands:'
Smith said.
"It's beneficial since it provides a
regular time signal for students 'and
staff. It is not a liability to the school
since it doesn't use much electricity, it's
simple to operate and it's reliable:' he
said. "It reminds me in some ways of Big
Ben. It keeps up the morale of the people and it's pleasant to listen to, not like
an alarm clock!'
The future of Steve Smith is clear. "I
will continue to work here as a graduate
student director. I will also continue to
take care of the Carillon until the music
department finds a student to do it. In
the future, I hope to become a director
at a Liberal Arts school!'
The future of the Carillon is
unknown. "As long as it works, I think
it will stay. Even if it doesn't, I hope the
school will decide to keep it. It is an important asset to the university?: Smith
said

Carillon speakers on the roof of Alumni Hall. (WIllkasns pho(o)

Complimenting the role player is an
amplifier and a keyboard. Musicians

GENERAL STUDENT SENATE
ELECTION SEPT.27
Nomination sign-up begins: Mors,Sept. 13 at WOO AM
Nomination sign-up ends: Wed.,Sept. 19,at 4.49 PM.

AllSenate SeatsOpen:
off-campus,dormatories,graduates,
fraternities,BCC on-campus,BCC off-campus.
.0DE*1.
Nomination papers can be picked up at the Student
Government Office, 3rd floor, Memorial Union. For further cD
information, contact the Student Govemmant Office at
581-1774.
R
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Front row seat

Rich Garven

Make or break for Maine

The UMO football team plays three of its first
four games against Yankee Conference foes which
puts the Black Bears in a make or break situation
if they hope to win the conference title.
Maine lost to UNH 21-13 last week and will play
the Universtiy of Richmond Saturday in Richmond.
After that UMO plays Rhode Island at home and
Boston University away. The only non-conference
game is Richmond, who along with the University
of Delaware, will join the YC in 1986.
If the Bears should lose another conference game
the odds are against the team winning the title.
Since the Yankee Conference was formed in 1947
only two teams have ever won the conference with
two loses. In 1974 Maine and the University of
Massachusetts tied for first with 4-2 records and in
1982 four teams, including UMO, tied for the title.
If Maine does lose another game at least history is
on their side,
Just for the record UMass has the all-time Yankee
Conference record for most titles with 14 and best
winning percentage with .681(107-49-4).
TIP OF THE FEDORA to ex-Maine football -coach Jack Bicknell for guiding his team to victory over the University of Alabama. BC is now ranked
10th in the country by the United Press International ..
weekly football poll.
The one thing I'll remember about Bicknell is a
statement made at his first BC press conference,
When asked what kind of offense he would use
Bicknell said a passing offense because you can't win
in college by running the ball,
Bicknell's Eagles throw the ball 35 times a game

doesn't cut players.
While at Maine the Bears were throwing the ball 10
AROUND THE BASES— The baseball team will
times a game and Bicknell went 18-35-1.
be playing Oklahoma State University and the
Congragulations to field hockey coach Jeri
University of Miami (Florida) during their annual
Waterhouse for getting the Black Bears OUE to a 2-1
spring trip to Florida. Winkin called it one of the
start.
strongest spring schedules ever.
The offense needs some work, but the defense is
Who ever dreamed up the soccer team's schedule
strong and should win some games for Waterhouse.
must have had suicide on their mind at the time. The
For all that's written and said about college
Bears play their First six games on the road and then
athletes and education it shouldn't be forgotten that
play seven of their next nine games at home.
at Maine both are taken seriously by the coaches,
The University of Rhode Island lost the Yankee
the administration and the athletes.
Conference's first team quarterback to graduation
Ex-Black Bear guard Kevin Green is a perfect exlast season, so all they do is come up with another
ample of this.
ringer. Torn Ehrhadt, a transfer from C.W. Post,was
Green spent four years playing againinst everyone
named the YC offensive player-of-the-week.
from the University of Kentucky to the University
Ehrhadt threw four touchdowns to lead the-Rams
of Montana, but realized that the reason he was here
to a 31-10 victory over Lafayette College. Three of
was to get a college degree. Green needs- 12 credits
touchdowns came in the fourth quarter and three
the
to graduate and should earn a degree in physical
of them were thrown on fourth down plays.
education by December. Not bad for someone who
A couple of questions to think on. Why doesn't
spent somewhere in the neighborhood of 40 hours
this university have a lacrosse team? UMO is the ona week playing in or traveling to games.
ly major college on the East Coast that doesn't supRUN FOR THE ROSES-Good luck to new
-Maine tennis coach Ron Chicoine and-his team. Chi- -port a;vartity team:
-- And why isn't there a track with an all-weather
come was an All-New England player under coach
__surface circling the football field instead of the
Brud Folger who he is replacing. Folger is on a leave
--tinder
of absence for the year.
•
path masquerading as a track?
The team opens its season Saturday when it plays
Cross country coach Jim Ballinger said a donaLast
the University of Vermont here on campus.
tion was made to have a track built, but ex-athletic
season the team went 7-7 in fall and spring play.
director Harold Westerman asked if the male alumThe baseball team started practice the first day
nus would rather see the money used to build a press
of classes and will be outdoors until the coldmay
box. The donor got so upset he withdrew the offer
cause a player injury. The Bears saw 100 players
entirely.
come out for the team and Coach John Winkin

Cubs close in on NL
title with 11-5 win
CHICAGO (AP)—Ryne Sandberg's
three-run homer capped a five-run sixth
inning to give the Chicago Cubs an 11-5
victory over the Montreal Expos
Wednesday.
The victory reduced the Cubs' magic
number to io. Any combination of 10
Cub victories or New York Mets' losses
will clinch the National League Eastern
Division championship for Chicago.
Tim Stoddard, 10-5, pitched the fifth
and sixth innings to gain the victory in
relief of Rich Bordi. Lee Smith. the
fourth Chicago pitcher, worked the final
two innings.
Expos starter Bryn Smith. 11-12, who

was followed by three relief pitchers in
the Cubs' sixth, took the loss.
Ron Cry singled to lead off the sixth,
moved to third on Jody Davis' single and
scored on Tom Veryzer's groundout to
tie the score 2-2. Bob Dernier later singled home the go-ahead run, and Sandberg followed with his 19th homer to give
the Cubs a 6-2 lead.
Andre Dawson's 16th homer, a threerun shot off reliever George Frazier,
made it 6-5 in the seventh. But the Cubs
added three more in the eighth on RBI
singles by Cry and Davis.
The Cubs took a 1-0 lead in the first,
but the Expos went ahead 2-1 in the third
on rookie Roy Johnson's tworun homer,
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"Anew concept in housing for
the Orono area"
'Geothermal Energy
• Washer/Dryer
• All Apliances
• Riverview
Partially Furnished

• Close to Campus
• Inexpensive!
• Privacy
• Parking
• Quiet
Neighborhood

We still have a few openings for 1984-1985. Leasing to groups
or individuals. If you need a quality apartment for a reasonable
price, call John Dudley, General Manager at 945-5746 or
An Alco Project
827-7511.

UMO diver Rob Mama is shown training with coach Rich Miller. The device
Is borrowed from gymnastics and allows the coach and diver to work on
specific parts of a dive without having to go into the water.(McMahon photo)
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The l'MO basketball team has been working out on its own at the Memorial 6mnastum. The team can start official
practices on Oct. 15. In the photo on the left Jeff N heeler is seen guarding Jim Bolen and on the right Wheeler is shown
putting up a jump shot. Last season the Bears went 17-10.

The AP Spread Sheet

Gooden sets rookie
mark against Pirates
NEW YORK(AP)-Dwight Gooden of
the New York Mets became baseball's
alltime rookie strikeout king Wednesday
night, breaking Herb Score's 29-year-old
single-season record.
Gooden, who broke the National
League mark in his previous outing,
passed Score with his 11th strikeout of
the game against Pittsburgh, getting
Marvell Wynne on a 2-2 fastball in the
sixth inning. That gave him 246 for the
season, one more than Score achieved in
his rookie year, 1955, with the Cleveland
Indians. The NL mark of 227, set by
Grover Cleveland Alexander of the
Philadelphia Phillies in 1911, fell last Friday night as Gooden threw a one-hitter
to beat the Chicago Cubs 10-0, striking
out II.
Gooden, at 19 the youngest player in
the majors, came into Wednesday night's
game needing 10 strikeouts to tie the
record and II to break it. He was averaging 10.96 strikeouts per nine innings, a
major league single-season record pace.
The all-time record for strikeout ratio is
10.71 per nine innings by Sam McDowell
of Cleveland in 1965.
Besides having a shot at the record for
strikeout ratio, Gooden also could
become the first rookie teenager to lead
the majors in strikeouts. Bob Feller of
the Indians led the majors with 240
strikeouts in 1938, when he was 19years-old, but he was in his second
season. Fernando Valenzuela of Los

38-14.
No. 16 Washington at No. 3 Michigan- Louisville SMU
No. 15 Oklahoma at No. 17 Pitt by 3
favored by five. Michigan 21-14.
Pitt
24-20.
1/2.
Angeles is second to Gooden in the maPick
Texas4
No.
at
No. II Auburn
No. 18 Florida State by 16 at Kansas.
jors with 212 strikeouts.
'em. Texas 20-7.
In addition to breaking the rookie
No. 12 Penn State at No. 5 Iowa by Upset Special of the Week:
Kansas 27-24.
strikeout mark, Gooden set a club record
6. Iowa 28-14.
No. 19 Alabama by 7 at Georgia Tech.
by striking out 10 or more batters in his
No. 8 Miami, Fla. by 13 at Purdue.
28-17.
Alabama
14th game, Tom Seaver had 10 or more
Miami 28-21.
at Maryland by 7.
strikeouts in 13 games in 1971 with the
Vanderbilt
no
UCLA7
Long Beach State at No.
Mets.
Second Upset Special of the week:
line. UCLA 42-14.
and
fastball
mph
90
a
with
28-17.
Gooden,
Tulsa at No. 8 Brigham Young by 14 Vandy
a parabolic curve, did not strike out a
Mississippi at Arkansas by 7 1/2.
1/2 . BYU 35-13.
Third Upset Special of the Week: Ole
batter in the first inning.
Washington State at No.9 Ohio State
toll.
a
take
to
began
20-17.
Miss
Then, his heat
by 9. Ohio State 27-13.
2 at Oregon State.
/
Arizona by 91
He struck out two batters each in the
Bowling Green at No. 13 Oklahoma
Fourth Upset Special of the Week;
second, third and fourth innings. He
State- no line. Oklahoma State 28-17.
this
time
13th
the
for
side,
Oregon State 24-17.
struck out the
No. 14 Southern Methodist by 23 at
season, to up his total to nine in the fifth
inning.
He was dhe short of the record.
Gooden tied the mark when opposing
pitcher John Tudor took a called third
strike on a 2-2 count, and then Wynne
Mobil Gas-Beer-Groceries
came to bat. The count once again went
Stillwater Ave, 827-8300
to 2-2, and Gooden registered the history
"K" when the Pittsburgh center fielder
swung vainly at a high fastball.
$7.99
Busch Bar Bottles
The game stopped briefly as Gooden's
plus tax & dep
case
teammates came to the mound to shake
$7.99
Pabst Bar Bottles
his hand, and the ball was taken out of
plus tax & dep
case
play.
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All Tapestries & Rugs 0

:20% off!:
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12 pack. 12 oz bottles

Cigarettes

$2.99

plus tax & dep

$6.50
plus tax & dep

$8.75 carton

Hours: 7:00-10:00 Sundays
6:00-10:00 Mon.-Thurs.
6:00-11:00 Fri. and Sat.
Fast friendly service at discount prices
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Steroids may affect death rate of athe
letes
NEW YORK tAP1—A U.S. sports
"dared carry out genuine drug tests" on
medicine researcher says he is "astoundSoviet athletes.
ed but not surprised" by a publish
ed
"It's about time this is coming out':
report which said the use of banned
said Bob Goldman, 29, a research fellow
drugs, such as anabolic steroids, may
at the Chicago Osteopathic Medical
have dramatically increased the
death
Center who IS in the final year of a sixrate among Soviet athletes.
Foriegn Report, a magazine published in London, said in an article that
59
Soviet athletes, many in their 20s, have
died in the past 25 years from the
excessive use of stimulants, steroids
and
other drugs.
The report, published Aug 16, listed
among the suspected drug victims
Aleksander Belov, a Soviet basketball
player who died in 1978 at age 27, and
Viktor !Minos, a hockey player who died
in 1968 at age 23.
The Soviet mortality rate among
athletes is 2.5 times higher than it is for
American and West German athletes,
year program for his doctorate.
the magazine said. It said an East Euro"We're well aware of the view toward
pean doctor, unidentified in the article,
medical-human research in these counreported that his country -had never
tries. They use trial and error methods:'

he said during an interview Wednesday
in New York.
Goldman, a former wrestler and
Powerlifter who did three sears of
research on steroids for New York
University before entering medical
school, said drug abuse among athletes
was prevalent "in a good portion of the
Eastern bloc, but the heaviest abuses and
utilization of drugs is in the Sosiet
Union!'
- 3.1'm sure it's also going on in countries like East Germany and Bulgaria:'
• he said.
He said that while he had not personally witnessed use of the drugs in the
Soviet Union, "some of my colleagues
in the field have gone over there and seen
their training sesssions''
He said the probable use of steroids
could be recognized through "physical
appearance, a cushions' look to the face,
the cheeks puffed out There are certain
physical characteristics you can note in
an athlete when they have these pro-
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Hems. There are a lot of eitil-Y
witrifing
signs to look for!'
Athletes' use of steroids,
banned by
most sports federations and the
International Olympic Committee,
widespread knowledge after became
the 1983
Pan American Games at
Caracas,
Venezuela, where state-of-the-art
testing
resulted in silver medalists in
running
and Greco Roman wrestling,
were disqualified for drug use at the Los
Angeles
Olympics
Steroids are male hormones, used
by
athletes to build muscle tissue and
used
in medical practice to treat burn
victims,
hormonal imbalances, certain bone
,
diseases and, in some cases, effeminacy.
Goldman said five to 15
milligrams
per day of a typical steroid
might be
prescribed for medical reasons
, but
athletes are taking from 50
to 500
milligrams per day to build
muscle
tissue.

Any off-campus
students,
who
would like to
_receive information
on Recreational
Sports should leave
their name and address at the Recreational Sports Office
in
140
Memorial Gym.

Classifieds
FOR SAL F. • 19'8 Honda Accord.
Rebuilt
engine High Mileage Needs
some body
work. Asiong 51,100. Rhone
866-5600.

Students! Work Smart
'We& Simply...With Hewlett-Packard.
•

Take a good look at your class schedule
.
If you're in Science or Engineering,
chances
are your classes include Calculus,
Physics, or
Chemistry Engineering Statics; or
Dynamics.
You're running up against some tough
calculations, with statistics problems,
hyperbolics, and
logs. The HP-11C calculator helps
you breeze
through those problems with a few
simple
keystrokes.
Need to simplify problems that are
even more
complex? The HP-4ICV gives you 128
built-in
functions—and the HP-41CX over
200—to simplify your long homework assignments
Use up to
6,437 bytes of memory to save the
programs
and formulas you use often. And
there are thousands of software programs, so you
don't have
to start from scratch next term

If you're in Business or
Finance, You're probably taking Accounting, Statisti
cal Methods,.
Finance._and Investment Analysi
s. Classes
loaded with tedious calculations.
End the penciland-paper drudgery with the
HP-12C. The most
powerful decision-maker ern the
market! Dedicated keys make time value of
money
calculations. amortization, Net
Present. Value
(NPV), Internal Rate of Return
(IRK), and statistics solutions as simple as a
single keystroke. And
it's easy to change values or
correct mistakes
without reentering your entire
problem.
Hewlett-Packard calculators. They
help you
work smart this term. And
next term. And even
later on the job, Get your HP
today from your
local HP dealer.

ORONO-STILLWATER RI 51iRP1.101
AF'TS. Brand new los the hdl smelter
.
Now leasing S person units to groups or
individual, 5190 pm person, partially
ha.
nulled. an appliances, washers and
doer,
wall to wail carpeting. central heating
and
AC near U1110. Call John Madly. General
Manager, 945-5681 or 827.7511.
Soli available! I-bedroom
and efficiency
apartments. Call 866.4538 or 947-127
1.
Student offering an Investiga
tive Bibk
Study on Jmus Christ. Three
weeks, 45
cutout.,• week. Free. No
pressure Win
be muilalhe to answer any
question. CAM'
tan Mane at 4726, room
301.
Ride needed to UM() Mon.
-Fri evenings
anytime aher 5:30 from BCC
*bingo*.
downtown Bangor, or Hampden
. Will help
pay ga, Cal/ Karen at
066-3205.
FOUND: One lathes watch. Tuesday in Little
Hall. Call John in room 2Ii. 4614.

For the location of the dealer neares
t you, call TOLL FREE 1-800-FORHPPC,
HEWLETT
PACKARD

!if LY-Lost Ntanday, 900, on
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